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one of the things i really like about bibleworks is that it is fairly
intuitive and a lot of the functions are accessible through the
keyboard. i love using it to work on the lxx, where i can just type
in the greek text and press f2 to find the greek word for the verse.
i can then type in the hebrew letter for the word and press the
spacebar to find the corresponding hebrew letter and press f2 to
find the hebrew word, which will open the hebrew dictionary and
display the spelling and definition in the greek and english
together. i can then use the keyboard to highlight the word i want
and press f3 to open the synonyms window where i can see all the
synonyms for that word. but there are other windows too. you can
press the right arrow key to open the context window which will
show you all the verses surrounding the verse you are working on.
pressing the left arrow key opens the author window which will
show you the author and date of the verse and any other relevant
information. pressing f5 opens the images window which will show
you all the images for that verse. you can move forward and
backward in time (1st and 2nd century bce) and the images may
be in different languages or formats. pressing f9 brings up the
verse references window which will show you the verse references
for that verse. pressing f10 opens the grammar window, which will
list all the articles for that verse (usually just a verb). finally, while
we don't want to understate the strength of free software, we also
need to recognize that there are plenty of wonderful free
resources available to working in the original languages.
accordance's bibleworks does a great job, but it does come at a
cost and is not designed to be used for bible study. a number of
other free tools like bdag (the bible dictionary for everyone) or
hinari (hebrew/aramaic interlinear) also have their merits, but are
not as powerful as bibleworks. resources like that are always
appreciated, and even a few of them can save the student some
money, but they can't be as effective as bibleworks for use in
bible study. still, as long as it's used in a way that is not only
comfortable but productive, there's no reason why the person
using it shouldn't be able to work in the original languages. still,
free resources are only valuable if they work well, and are what
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they are supposed to be. unfortunately, the tools we have for
working in the original languages are more of a supplement than
a replacement for proper bible study.
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